Press Release
Two Commanders have been moved
successfully
Israel’s largest media company has been a client of Koenig &
Bauer for nearly three decades

• 30 years of successful partnership
• Moving and commissioning by Koenig & Bauer
• Largest media company in Israel

Würzburg, 04.09.2019
Israel’s largest media company, Yedioth Ahronoth Group, has been a customer of Koenig & Bauer for
nearly three decades. Their successful partnership is now reinforced and continued in the long run by
moving two Commander machines.
The two systems were moved from the North of Israel into the main print shop in Rishon-le-Zion, a
suburb of Tel Aviv. "The move was prepared and organised outstandingly. It was executed in a highly
professional manner and with impressive results. We are greatly satisfied with our colleagues at
Koenig & Bauer – as we have been for 30 years already," says Inon Engel, CEO of Yedioth Ahronoth
Group. Five Commander presses by Koenig & Bauer are now standing in the main print shop. The two
Commander sections that were moved comprise six reelstands and six H-build printing towers with
web widths of up to 1520 mm. The systems are equipped with a Patras reel supply, six Pastostar RC
reelstands and two KF5 folders.
Jochen Schwab, head of service for projects and contract management at Koenig & Bauer Digital &
Webfed: "The project went perfectly smoothly. The great communication and planning on both sides
made for a smooth process right on schedule. After all, we moved close to 1000 tons." Before
disassembly commenced, reference prints were made together and kept. The acceptance tests after
commissioning proved at least comparably good printing and folding, confirming the quality of the
assembly and commissioning work.
Yedioth Ahronoth Group
Yedioth Ahronoth Group was founded 80 years ago. The daily newspaper Jedi´ot Acharonot is the
flagship of Yedioth Ahronoth Group, which is majority-owned by the Mozes family. The group
publishes a daily newspaper, local newspapers, magazines and has a digital activity (Ynet).
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Photo 1:
Successful move and commissioning of the Commander systems
Photo 2:
Five machines from Koenig & Bauer are now standing in the company's main print shop
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About Koenig & Bauer
Koenig & Bauer is the oldest printing press manufacturer in the world with the broadest product range
in the industry. For more than 200 years, the company has been supporting printers with innovative
technology, tailor-made processes and a wide array of services. The portfolio ranges from banknotes,
via board, film, metal and glass packaging, through to book, display, coding, magazine, advertising
and newspaper printing. Sheetfed and webfed offset and flexo printing, waterless offset, intaglio,
simultaneous perfecting and screen printing or digital inkjet – Koenig & Bauer is at home in virtually all
printing processes and is the market leader in many of them. In the financial year 2018, the
approximately 5,700 highly qualified employees worldwide generated annual sales of more than EUR
1.2 billion.
Further information can be found at www.koenig-bauer.com
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